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Reviews for new Jetta GLI have surfaced in the past few days. So far it has been universally
praised for its nice performance and surprisingly well-mannered handling. Have been in a new
Jetta and the interior is very spacious with a lot of features integrated, definitely a nice place to
spend time in. What do you guys think about this car? With the new 6 year bumper-to-bumper
warranty from VW, will this be on your short list for your next car? Does it have the torsion bar
rear? Seriously though, thanks for the info, it actually does sound quite intriguing. Last edited:
Mar 28, Dis4Damion Senior Member. Watched Redline's review of the car last night. I'm almost
kicking myself for not waiting to see it. Great looking vehicle! Oh well. Last edited: Apr 1, Looks
very promising, buttttt it's a VW. All aside, I do love VW and Audi's, but would hate to own one
long term for all the horror stories I hear over the years. LegendaryElite said:. I personally do
not like the design of the new Jettas, although VW has a pattern of making them look better with
go-fast bits. I also feel the interior has a bit too much hard plastic, disguised by making it a
visually interesting design. The interior definitely looks good, it just doesn't feel great. Good to
see it get the multi-link and GTI parts. I would have to drive one for a real verdict. I've heard the
new Jetta also feels cheap, so is the GLI that much more refined? I will need to drive one to find
out. I'm more of a GTI guy, I will say. I watched the Redline review for it last night as well. It
sounds like a damn good car, with the reviewer calling out that it felt substantially faster and
pulled hard to ? RPM I assume the redline. He did it at the Tail of the Dragon and did wring it out
a bit Folks would definitely be doing themselves a disservice by not cross-shopping it I
certainly would. The fact that it has an available memory power seat with ventilation would be a
big deal to me, honestly. I really like memory seats. The wife and I share vehicles and since
she's 5'0'' and I'm 5'9'' If I wanted something high maintenance I'd get a wrx.. New VW styling
isn't too my liking, so this one is off my list. I've also heard the new Jetta feels cheap in most
trims, not sure if the GLI can fix that entirely. If only Mazda would fit a multi-link to the new 3,
add the 2. MutatedMango Senior Member. If I were in the market for a car like this, I would
honestly choose this car over all of it's competition, including the Si. No hate on the Si or
anything to be clear, but features like VW's ventilated seats, virtual cockpit, panoramic sunroof,
all make the car a pretty great place to be. Combine that with the substantially more powerful
powertrain and it's a no brainer to me. If we're comparing a regular Jetta to the Civic though,
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SichuanHot Senior Member. They seem to get comparable fuel economy for a huge upgrade in
power and drivetrain. VarmintCong Senior Member. This is on my short list to replace my Civic
Sport hatch. The GTI does feel nicer inside, but I need the bigger trunk of the Jetta, and 2" rear
legroom is nice as well. I like the Si sedan but don't fit very well in Civic with sunroofs. If I didn't
use the car for work, I'd look long and hard at a Type R. Konos44 Member. VarmintCong said:.
CivicNovice Member. I test drove the Jetta S a few weeks ago when we were considering trading
my truck in have since sold the truck but still looking for a replacement vehicle , and had also
test drove the Civic Sport. Both manual transmissions. My biggest gripe really on the Jetta was
how much more insurance would cost over the Civic, and this was the S model, not the sportier
GLI model. One weird quirk about the volume knob in the VW; it has the power button in the
middle and the power button rotates when you turn the knob. The other issue with the Jetta is
the resale value seems to not hold well at all. Just for grins I looked at the same Jetta S for trade
in value had we already had it, a S and I put 2k miles. The Civic seems to hold its value better.
One thing I really like about the Civic is that for the most part they are built in the US.
CivicNovice said:. Having driven the GLI, I can definitely confirm that it is a great car. I feel like it
almost is more competitive with the Accord though because of it's size. It definitely has a great
pull, since it is the same platform as the GTI that car will make loads of power with aftermarket
parts and is quite comfortable. It can look a little generic from the rear though and the oem
wheels are quite atrocious. Don't get me wrong, the Jetta S even drove well and the clutch was
light and the manual shifting was sporty, though it's not a short throw shifter. Design Senior

Member. Great car when it runs, a nightmare when it doesn't. All cars break. It was the primary
reason I passed it up for the Si. I have had my eyes on the GLI from the moment it came out, but
I'm definitely concerned about reliability issues. Ironically, my Jetta has been almost perfect to
date 45K miles , but I knew that model with the 1. If VW's reliability record was better overall I'd
be more tempted to jump. And now we know that for VW is reducing their warranty from 72K to
50K. Apparently they are allocating the money to 2 years free maintenance, targeting the leasing
rather than the purchasing market. I'm leaning more toward GTI than GLI now, having read
about all the little cost cutting things they did to the GLI removed rear vents, extending center
armrest, glove compartment light, secret compartment under the seat etc etc. Damn that's
tempting. I will definitely test drive an Si though, just wish it was a hatchback. I don't know how
tall you are but I wanted a GTI but couldn't get over how cramped it felt inside compared to the
Civic. NHCivicGuy said:. Looks very promising, buttttt it's a VW. I had a VW in the past. Never
again. After driving both over the summer and talking to a lot of mechanics, I decided to pass
on the VW -- great car to lease, but maybe not to own. Dealership-only service, expensive parts.
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the hatchback has a nicer interior, it's actually the sedan that's more practical, thanks to its
roomier back seat and bigger trunk. Both VW's boast a potent hp turbocharged four-cylinder
that mates to either an engaging manual transmission or a quicker-shifting automatic. The
sedan's aesthetic is more sedated than its hot-hatch sibling, but at least it sells at a discounted
price, as the GLI costs thousands less than the GTI. Still, these two Vee-Dubs are equally
entertaining whether they're looping racetracks or racing down back roadsâ€”which made it an
easy choice for our 10Best and Editor's Choice lists. Simply put, the Jetta GLI is compact-sedan
greatness. Apart from a small increase in price for both trim levels, the Jetta GLI enters the
model year without any significant alterations. In addition to exclusive features such as
adaptive dampers and wireless charging, every Autobahn has an enhanced audio system, fully
digital gauge cluster, larger touchscreen, leather upholstery, panoramic sunroof, and ventilated
front seats. All that equipment really improves the sedan's appeal, and none of it is available on
the base model. A six-speed manual transmission is standard, and a seven-speed dual-clutch
automatic is optional. Regardless of transmission, acceleration is significantly improved
compared with the standard Jetta's hp engine. In our testing , the automatic was slightly quicker
to 60 mph. The stick-shift version was easy to row; our only complaint with the automatic was
its hesistance to downshift during spirited cornering. Speaking of corners, the GLI's specially
tuned suspension and sticky summer tires a no-cost option proved this Jetta is just as athletic
as its hatchback equivalent. Likewise, the Jetta GLI provides feelsome steering, strong brakes,
and a compliant ride whether it's on the standard shocks or the adaptive dampers that are
reserved for the top-tier Autobahn model. The standard six-speed manual transmission is
estimated to earn 25 mpg in the city and 33 mpg on the highway. Models equipped with the
optional seven-speed automatic can expect to see 25 mpg city and 32 mpg highway, according
to the EPA. We tested a GLI with each gearbox on our mile fuel-economy test route and both

achieved an impressive 36 mpg on the highway. While the GLI has the same basic roomy cabin
as the standard Jetta, a few bits of red trim spice things up somewhat. Even the base S model
has features such customizable ambient interior lighting, dual-zone automatic climate control,
heated front seats, and passive entry with push-button start. The snazzier Autobahn version
adds a The sportiest Jetta is als
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o more spacious than its hatchback counterpart, with about two inches of extra legroom in the
back seat. Likewise, the compact sedan has a massive trunk that managed to hold more
carry-on bags seven total than the five we fit behind the Golf's rear seat. With either a 6. The
Autobahn model gets the larger screen along with a watt, eight-speaker BeatsAudio sound
system and wireless charging. While the GLI doesn't have all the modern driver-assistance
technology , it does boast more standard equipment than direct rivals. Key safety features
include:. Volkswagen has an above-average limited warranty and below-average powertrain
coverage. To offset the latter, the company provides some complimentary maintenance.
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